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Differing languages can dramatically affect intercultural communication between individuals due to language
barriers however, due to some individuals uneducated and ignorant understanding of differing languages, it
can also have other, more serious and negative consequences such as racism and discrimination of others. As a
result, the EFL education has concluded the communicative sufficiency as one of the important goals of
English as Foreign Language teaching. In The Woman In Gold, Maria Altmann, a Jewish refugee teams up
with a young but determined lawyer, Randy Schoenberg Reynolds , to reclaim the painting of her aunt, and
with it, a part of her heritage. Communication can also be defined as the process of transmitting information
and common understanding from one person to another Keyton,  Also, what are the major problems that
appear at workplace or any organization, how different contexts are to different religions or cultures and how
people react to it. However, every culture should apply such judgement to its own activities, because its
members are actors as well as observers. For example, before one delivers a message, they have to take into
consideration the receivers culture and whether it is high- or low- context. Milton Bennett in contrast states the
constructivist paradigm definition p. You may also draw on personal experience in the development of your
argument. Definition of Culture Hofstede realises that the definition of culture is blurt and is often not clear.
However it has special focus on the effects of micro and macro levels factors on cultural adaption process.
Already in he postulates the demand of cooperation for solution of common problems like ecological,
economical, military, hygienic, and meteorological developments which do not stop at national or regional
borders ibid. They can possibly be partly conflicting ibid p. We now live in a multicultural society where we
interact with people of different colours, nationalities, cultures and languages. In his theories about
communication he points out the core set for global leadership in cross cultural contact. The growth of
interdependence of people and cultures in the global society of the twenty-first century has forced us to pay
more attention to intercultural issues. It is a form of communication that shares information across different
cultures and social groups. Edward T. This chapter will focus especially on intercultural communication. Or
do you work within an intercultural company? Illustrating this terms like the skins of an onion he is
representing the importance of the manifestations. We discussed about culture, communication, intercultural,
nationality, ethnicity and how it translates into Intercultural communication. Recognition and respect are
requested to meet this differences. After defining the assumptions of values he visualises milestones for to
manifest cultural differences. The knowledge gained from intercultural communication can either be
effectively or useless applied in the everyday experiences of International students. In a way that I am going to
focus on the classroom setting of the barriers to intercultural communication between different cultures is a
major topic for communication theorists. The terminal is a movie which recreates the life of the passenger
Viktor Navorski who has been trapped in the American JFK airport for almost one year. Moreover, the
concept of culture changes as society develops. Whenever communication happens between people whose
first language is not the local language or when people communicate who grew up in different cultures they
are committing intercultural communication. By now, it is obvious that the world is becoming progressively
global. It ties to where we 've grown up, how we have learned to speak, and even how we have learned to
communicate nonverbally.


